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ABSTRACT

Present status of research works in Oarai Branch, Institute for Materials Resarch, Tohoku
University, utilizing Japan Materials Testing Reactor and related hot cells will be
described.Topics are mainly related with nuclear materials studies, excluding fissile materials,
which is mainly aiming for development of materials for advanced nuclear systems such as a
nuclear fusion reactor. Conflict between traditional and routined procedures and new demands
will be described and future perspective is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Hot cells will handle mainly irradiated nuclear-fission-fuels and materials. Nowadays, hot
cells handling irradiated fuels are strictly discriminated from those handling non-fissile materials
only. Irradiated fuels and trans-uranium elements are very dangerous and strict regulations and
well-equipped hardware are needed there. These situations have not changed since the
beginning of development of fission nuclear systems. Rather, the regulations and needed
hardware tend to become more and more strict as our knowledge concerning these so-called
alpha-emitters increases.

In the meantime, it is clear that situations surrounding hot cells and hot cell works
handling non-fissile materials are changing rapidly. One example will be related with material
researches for advanced nuclear system in long-term prospects, where majority of Japanese
university researchers are working. In this paper, hot cells and hot cell works handling
non-fissile materials will be discussed.

Material researches utilizing fission reactors and hot cells have now a long history since
1940s[l,2,3,4]. In some senses, they have been enjoying well-established technologies and
procedures, which have been developed in the 1940s and early 1950s in nuclear-advanced
countries[5]. They were a part of a so-called large-scale science and technology whose major
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parts were related with military purposes, spending much expenditure and consuming a lot of
men-powers and material-resources. It means that they have been executed with a
well-organized long-term plan, in other words it means being not flexible to unexpected
changes of situations. Still, major parts of works related with fission reactors and hot cells have
residues reflecting such a preceding history.

Some people still claim that inflexibility and a rigid-framework with a long-term-plan are
mainly related with securing safety-issues which will be essential for nuclear systems.
However, rational and detailed analyses of present procedures will reveal that major parts of
present strict procedures will not have essential relation with today's safety. Rather, it can be
said that they come from the automatic adoption of historically-developed procedures in
nuclear advanced countries, whose major parts are not always relevant to the nowadays works.

When late-comers are trying to catch up with advanced outriders, adoption of established
procedures will be the most efficient way. However, when we try to go ahead without any
guiding models, we have to reconsider total systems and we have to construct our original
ways. Material researches utilizing fission reactors and hot cells in Japan as well as in Korea
will be in that situation now.

PRESENT SITUATIONS

In the past history of nuclear developments, a major role of hot cells would have been a
handling of spent fuels, being highly radioactive especially with alpha-emitting trans-uranium
elements. There, rigid and stubborn procedures were needed to secure safety and to satisfy
safeguard for non-proliferation of fissile materials. A major part of present hot-cell regulations
and hot-cell software/hardware were apparently established to correspond to these situations.

In our present situations, many hot-cells are being used for developing new materials,
which are not fissile nor alpha emitters, for advanced nuclear systems. Also, our systems have
strict discrimination between so-called alpha-cells (hot cells handling alpha emitters and
materials contaminated with alpha-emitters) and so-called beta-gamma cells (hot cells handling
materials non-fissile and emitting only beta- and gamma-rays). Thus, our beta-gamma cells are
usually free from alpha contamination, being contrast to hot cells in nuclear advanced
countries, where alpha contamination should be always worried about, even in cells presently
used for handling only beta-gamma emitting materials.

In the course of early developments of nuclear fission systems in nuclear advanced
countries, well-selected materials have been irradiation tested. Testing items were deliberately
decided and executed following a long-term strategy. At the same time, a majority of
irradiation tests were simple ones using no-instrumented rigs or at the best instrumented with a
few thermocouples. In-situ type irradiation tests such as creep tests were rigorously carried out
only by the early 70s, mainly for special demands from such as military purposes.

In the meantime, we have to handle a variety of candidate materials, from conventional
metallic materials to advanced materials and material systems such as less-common-metals,
ceramics, ceramic-fiber-composites and semiconductors. There, frequent and speedy iterations
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are needed, among development of materials, materials irradiation in fission reactors and post
irradiation examinations (PIEs) of irradiated materials in hot cells. Especially, as advances of
new materials are very fast in contemporary industries, irradiated materials and material
systems will become out-of-data and PIEs will be useless, if we have to wait for PIEs for a
extended period after irradiation.

Also, a variety of tests are demanded now, from conventional tests such as simple
mechanical tests using standard-size specimens and microstrutural examinations by
conventional optical and electrical microscopes, to mechanical tests using miniaturized
specimens such as a nano indenting test, and analyses by advanced electrical systems, such as a
field-emission analytical electron microscope (FEAEM) and a scanning tunnel microscope
(STM). Also, demands for examination of functional properties such as thermal conductivity
and electrical properties are increasing. Another example of new demands for hot cell works
will be heat-load tests and welding tests for heavily irradiated materials.

Finally, complicated irradiation techniques in fission reactors are demanded for
developments of advanced nuclear materials. Examples will be re-irradiation of irradiated and
radio-activated materials, iteration of irradiation among different reactors, such as between a
fast-reactor which have hard neutron spectrum and a thermal reactor which has a mixed
neutron spectrum. Isotope tailored irradiation, namely, materials containing designed amount
of isotopes to simulate nuclear transmutation, is becoming popular especially for developments
of nuclear fusion materials. There, radioactive and expensive isotopes may sometimes have to
be handled in hot cells.

And, more fully-equipped installations in radiation capsules (rigs) are demanded for
measuring irradiation conditions properly. Recent studies are revealing that an irradiation
temperature is very important parameter for radiation effects in materials.

Temperature measurements are the most fundamental monitor for any scientific
experiments. However, accumulated results in fission reactor irradiation are revealing that
temperature measurements were not sometimes accurate enough to understand observed
radiation effects. Also, variation of temperatures among specimens in one radiation capsule
sometimes turned out far larger than that expected by thermal analysis before irradiation.

We should be cautious about temperatures measured by non-grounded sheathed
thermocouples, especially when we study temperature-transient effects. Figure 1 shows
comparison of temperatures measured by conventional K-type non-grounded sheathed
thermocouple with those measured by optical fibers, in Japan Materials Testing Reactor
(JMTR) in Oarai Research Establishment of Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute [6]. In
the case of measurements by optical fibers, intensity of black-body-radiation from sapphire
(single crystal alumina(Al2O3) was measured using fused silica (SiOi) core optical fibers. The
optical fibers used in this measurement were radiation-resistant and its optical transmission
does not degrade by the irradiation in the concerned optical wavelength, namely in the range of
1000-1800nm [7]. Good agreements between results obtained by the thermocouple and the
optical measurements at steady state irradiation for a extended irradiation period supports this.

The temperatures measured by the optical measurements showed extensive overshoot at
the beginning of irradiation, in the meantime, overshoot of the temperatures measured by the
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Figure 1 Temperature measured by optical fiber in comparison with that mesured by
thermocouple in JMTR.

thermocouple is small. Deviation in two measurements was about 20K at the most. Some
experiments are suggesting that the deviation of temperatures measured by non-grounded
sheathed thermocouples from real temperatures may exceed 100K. In many cases, engineers
handling radiation capsules tend to prefer using fatter thermocouples for easier handling and
for more reliable performance especially at higher temperatures. Also, present regulation
usually forbid using grounded and open-type thermocouples in radiation capsules. However,
now we have many and long-period experiences using mineral insulated cables (Mi-cables) and
thermocouples in fission reactors and it will not necessarily jeopardize safety if we use fine and
open-type thermocouples, which will improve accuracy of temperature measurements
substantially.

And, occasionally, in-situ measurements are needed on once irradiated materials. Here,
complicated and delicate hot-cell works are essential to handle radiation capsules(rigs) with
radioactive contents. There, disassembling and re-assembling of radioactive systems of delicate
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Fig. 2. Axial cross-section of the irradiation capsule.
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structures with many cables have to be carried out in hot cells. The works will need welding,
soldering of irradiated materials. Also, they have to handle many of fine thermocouples and
Mi-cables. Figure 2 shows schematic structures of radiation capsule used for measurements of
electrical conductivity of ceramic insulators under irradiation in High Flux Isotope Reactor
(HFIR) in Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) under US/Japan collaboration called
JUPITER project [8,9]. Fifteen specimens were accommodated and 15 triaxial and coaxial
Mi-cables and 33 thermocouples had to be handled. Now, the capsule was disassembled and
electrical conductivity of each specimen is under measurements in a hot cell in ORNL
successfully.

PROSPECTS OF FUTURE HOT-CELL RELATED WORKS
FOR MATERIALS RESEARCH

Above described demands to hot cell works are not always compatible with historically
developed strict procedures for hot cell works nor with detailed structures of hardware of
present hot cells. Thus, some new ideas for hot cell works are urgently needed not only in
procedures but also in hardware. Several attempts have been made to have newly designed hot
cells for developments of nuclear fusion materials using high-flux fusion-neutron sources, such
as International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility (IFMIF). However, it looks that most of
their attempts were still strongly influenced by historical constraint. It will be a good idea to
have internationally organized workshops for stimulating fresh and
free-from-historical-constraint to have newly designed hot cells.

Currently developed modular-type hot cells will be one example for new-type hardware
satisfying new demands. Here, it should be noted that the modular-type hot cells were
developed for demands from works handling alpha-emitters. However, this kind of new ideas
can be extended to accommodate above-mentioned new demands. New hot cells should allow
us easy access to dismantle and re-install test equipments. They also should have potential to
allow us to handle large number of small specimens and sometimes to allow us quasi-contact
access to specimens for delicate and complicated handling.

At the same time, reevaluation of software for utilizing various kinds of hot cells available
now is important. One example will be a relationship between well-equipped hot cells in JAERI
and small but convenient hot cells in university open facility of Oarai Branch of Tohoku
University. JAERI's hot cells are operated under a long-term plan, thus they have little
flexibility to ad-hoc demands. Also, they are in general very expensive to operate, admitting
that they are well-equipped and their operators have high-level skills and that their
safety-guarantee is above standard. They will be good at handling a large irradiated fixture and
carrying out standardized and large-demands tests such as a standard tensile test. In the
meantime, small-cells will have advantage in corresponding to temporary demands and to
tailored and detailed works. Mutual collaboration will be one of the first steps for establishing
new structure of future hot-cell works.

Also, international collaboration will become very important. As hot-cell related works
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are very resource-consuming, one country can not have self-fulfilled total systems. The
collaboration between the USA and Japan on nuclear fusion materials, which is called as
JUPITER (Japan/Usa Program on Irradiation Test using Reactors) program, will give us one
example. General hot-cell works are done in large-scale hot cells in the USA after materials
were irradiated in fission reactors in the USA. After that, depending on what is demanded for
further experimental works, specimens were delivered to research institutes in Japan as well as
in the USA, where they have small hot-cells equipped with special research tools.
Collaboration between Korea and Japan on hot-cell works is strongly anticipated.
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